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Laughter at the Altar
2021-03-20

an inspiring book on wedding ceremonies and rituals that guides couples
through engaging samples and ideas for their own wedding ceremony in
laughter at the altar minister latoya of waning moon weddings by latoya
shares her rich insight as a wedding professional and spiritual
practitioner with writing samples historical references and spiritual
direction inspiring insightful and relatable laughter at the altar reminds
us of the power in the wedding ceremony and the sanctity it holds within
our rituals this book is a guide and an intentional tool for couples and
wedding professionals towards understanding the ritual of weddings and
how to create deeply meaningful moments at the wedding altar

At the Altar
1994

stern parents awkward circumstances misunderstandings lovers quarrels
and one very determined cat are some of the many hindrances that
montgomery s characters find themselves battling on the way to the altar
but montgomery helps her lovers overcome these obstacles to true love
by a wonderful assortment of means maiden aunts come to the rescue
two pairs of twins play major roles a marauding pig is an unusual cupid
the lovers themselves come up with striking solutions whatever storms
they must weather on the sea of love whether they are rich or poor
young or old trembling with romance or properly practical in montgomery
s hands courting couples seem destined to live happily ever after funny
heartwarming and full of romance these eighteen stories are sure to
delight montgomery s many fans from the hardcover edition

Rekindle the Altar Fire
2020-12-01

few believers experience god s altar a place of pure and wholehearted
relationship and worship where our holy god can meet with us and the
fire of his presence can fall but such an altar is necessary in our personal
lives our marriages our churches and our nations so that we are
strengthened empowered and equipped for every good work in this
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influential modern day call back to the altar chuck d pierce and alemu
beeftu invite readers to find their way to rebuild the place of god s
presence to allow the fire of god his presence and power to fall when we
rekindle the altar fire our lives prayer and worship are transformed the
time to rebuild altars for fresh fire is now

Lies at the Altar
2006-05-09

psychologist dr robin smith reveals how to turn vows made at the altar
into realistic plans for a long and happy marriage dr robin smith advises
couples on how to take the wedding vows that were made in earnest and
in innocence to a level where they can be used to build a happy healthy
satisfying and long lasting marriage lies at the altar is for couples who
are planning marriage are newly married or who have been married for
years in lies at the altar the truth about great marriages dr robin smith
addresses the unspoken needs unasked questions outrageous
expectations and hidden agendas that often linger beneath the surface of
the wedding vows and appear later to cause power struggles suffering
and feelings of hopelessness in marriages dr smith discusses why it s
important to have one s eyes wide open in a marriage how to write true
vows to live by and why it s never too late to rewrite your vows she
illustrates her advice with detailed stories from her own life as well as
from couples that she has counseled and in her inspiring conclusion she
invites couples to light up their lives by acknowledging each other as
individuals each of whom lights a candle and who lights a third candle
which represents us calling truth the secret ingredient of great marriages
dr smith teaches individuals and couples how to find the truth within
themselves and their partners whether they are heading to the altar
suffering in an unhappy marriage divorced or simply want to bring more
satisfaction and intimacy into their relationship

The Altar
2022-01-18

burning with passion and zeal for jesus and driven by a vision to see the
church revived pastor and author jeremiah johnson offers a prophetic
plea to the people of god come to the altar purify yourselves for the
coming bridegroom
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Murder at the Altar
2008

on christmas eve morning in 1933 the head of the armenian church in
america archbishop ghevont tourian is stabbed to death with a double
edged butcher knife as he begins sunday services his infamous murder in
a little new york city church is witnessed by hundreds of parishioners
among them a newspaper reporter named tom peterson the next day
this story is splashed on the front page of every major daily in manhattan
and no wonder not since the assassination of thomas becket has such a
high religious leader been slain in a house of worship this gruesome
homicide shatters the armenian community and confounds the cops was
it a terrorist attack to silence a political adversary a kgb plot to discredit
anti communists in america or simply a tragic turn in an ancient bitter
dispute murder at the altar is a work of historical fiction although it might
more accurately be called dramatized history the book interweaves past
and present accounts of these complex events alternating between now
and then chapters which are written in first and third person voices
respectively much of the text is based on interviews with survivors court
transcripts and newly declassified fbi files there are also actual news clips
as well as some previously unpublished photos available to further
illustrate the story

A Deal at the Altar
2012-05-01

having pulled himself up from the streets of athens sergios demonides
thought he had seen it all then beatriz blake walked into his office and
asked him for a marriage of convenience independent proud and
unadorned beatriz is a far cry from the usual glamorous women who
grace his bed but sergios doesn t need another trophy he needs a mother
for his late cousin s children the overlooked blake heiress and the
ruthless billionaire strike a deal but she doesn t read the small print the
one that sees them sharing a bed

Strangers at the Altar
2016-05-24
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i m the whole package rich sexy as hell brilliant in bed and business big
cock so why the hell is it so hard to settle down i want a woman to see
me for who i am and that s hard when most only see me with dollar signs
in their eyes so i signed up for some crazy experiment to be married to a
stranger never knowing a thing about the person i was ready for true
love when i married adeline at the altar i had to make sure that she didn
t know a thing about me as well so i did what i thought was best i lied
about who i was if we find true love i m sure she will forgive me when she
learns who i really am

Chosen for the altar
2018-02-02

she s always at her husband s side even though she is the centre of
attention the details about her life and the position she holds are always
a source of curiosity but what does it mean to be a pastor s wife what
challenges does she have to face how did she join this ministry and
become a helper of a man of god what does a young woman have to take
into consideration when she plans to marry a pastor in this book tania
rubim writes about facing the challenges of joining this ministry chosen
for the altar a manual for the future pastor s wife clarifies misconceptions
and at the same time gives encouragement to young girls who dream of
serving god on the altar but fear that it is something impossible to
achieve

Rendezvous At The Altar
2021-06

inspired by the tales of four grandmothers thuan le elston s and her
husband s rendezvous at the altar from vietnam to virginia traces anne s
southern upbringing to her mad men like married life kim s family as they
survive french colonialism and the vietnam war mary s transformations
through the great depression and two marriages and ty s migration from
hanoi businesswoman to arizona matriarch through a mother s journal to
her children and the four grandmothers narrations that bridge punk band
names to the temple of literature elston compares gender roles parenting
aging and dying in a multicultural family
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Touching the Altar
2008-01-14

what does it mean to be in the presence of god s holiness how can it
affect us whether we seek it out or stumble upon it can it truly change
our very reality to encounter it the essayists in this volume explore these
questions at the heart of christian worship considering the oft neglected
old testament as essential to understand our purpose in worship
following the structure of the hebrew canon beginning with the
pentateuch moving through to the psalms then wisdom literature each
chapter considers a separate aspect of worship from theater to the
sabbath to sacred space offering new inspiration in the final essay carol
bechtel rereads the book of job through the lens of our human limitations
as opposed to the usual theme of theodicy with compelling applications
for both life and worship each of these essays concludes with two
appropriately themed hymns and a for further reading list five of the
seven contain sidebars that illustrate and enrich key points evocative
woodcut artwork by margaret adams parker provides a striking backdrop
to the text taken together these essays testify powerfully to the belief
that the old testament is not only valuable but also essential to whole
and fully foundational preaching and worship written primarily by old
testament professors touching the altar will make an engaging
supplemental text for introductory or elective old testament courses and
will also go far toward providing deeper worship for any christian
contributors carol m bechtel thomas a boogaart corrine l carvalho ellen f
davis j clinton mccann jr dennis t olson margaret adams parker john d
witvliet

Enemies at the Altar
2012-08-21

the last time andreas ferrante saw sienna baker she was naively trying to
seduce him while her provocative sensuality is emblazoned on andreas s
memory the terrible consequences torment him so the news that they
must marry to secure his inheritance is unthinkable once devastated by
his heartless rejection seeing andreas again makes sienna s humiliation
burn brighter and as for marrying him they d be lucky to last the
ceremony without killing each other but there s a fine line between love
and hate will these flames of anger turn to white hot passion on their
wedding night
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Left at the Altar
2009-02-16

fascinatingly insightful and hopeful page turning account of one woman s
encounter with ultimate rejection tv journalist kimberley kennedy went
from having it all to complete devastation rejection and public
humiliation when like a lifetime movie scenario her fiance literally left her
at the altar fortunately her story did not end at the church with candor
and humor kimberley shares the most personal details of her life as she
journeys from devastation to a deeper understanding of what happened
and how she found not only healing but hope to someday find her mr
right the intimate woman to woman inspirational journey includes stories
of women who were left at the altar how to deal with feelings of anger
towards god the little black dress analogy how not to let your rejection
define who you become tools for healing and moving on how to laugh
love again and return to dating ultimate insight from men who have been
rejectors

Fire At The Altar
2014-03-13

prayer must become the driving force to maintain a pure holy lifestyle
and a love relationship with god prayer is vitally necessary to alter any
given situation deeper prayer must be birthed out of a desire to embrace
god and to build a place where god can create a cohabitation enhance
your prayer life for a deeper relationship with god embrace the altar to
purify your soul experience god s power to enhance your kingdom
assignment god desire that all would fellowship with him in persistence
prayer prayer open up spiritual portals and releases the kingdom of god
in the earth realm it s vitally necessary to make prayer a daily regiment
to accomplish god s purpose in our life prayer has to be a daily personal
accomplishment to fulfill eternal effective results god will add the
abundance life through sacrifical prayer prophetess dr claudette holliday

Woman At The Altar
1995-01-01

a reasoned case for the ordination of women to the roman catholic
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priesthood arguing that the ordination of women is the logical conclusion
to all the recent work of catholic theology about women

Trapped at the Altar
2014-07-22

new york times bestselling author jane feather introduces a sizzling new
series that moves from the remote wilds of southwest england to the
turbulent royal court when a lovely young woman is forced into marriage
in order to unite two families and discovers a most unexpected passion
ariadne carfax has vowed to be with the man she loves gabriel fawcett
there s just one obstacle on his deathbed ari s grandfather decrees that
she marry her childhood friend ivor chalfont thus forging a powerful
alliance between the two warring families giving ari no time to protest
the elders plan her wedding the next day forcing her to follow through on
the nuptials though she is fond of ivor ari has no intention of
consummating their marriage until he kindles an intoxicating desire that
she can t ignore ivor has loved ari for years but he doesn t want an
unwilling wife he wants ari to ache with the same irresistible longing he
feels and if that s the way to woo her into his bed and into their new life
he won t rest until his new bride surrenders to true love

Married in Montana
2021-12-15

savannah is tired of the dating scene even though she wants to get
married and have a family she knows her mother will never move on with
her own life as long as savannah is single savannah goes to see a
matchmaker specializing in setting up couples who meet at the altar at
first she thinks scott is a dream come true but his blundering soon makes
her crazy scott a montana bison rancher doesn t have time to find a wife
his work is all encompassing besides he tends to have a hard time
getting women to go out with him more than once when he runs into a
matchmaker he s known all his life he tells her about the problems he s
had to see if she can help him when he meets savannah at the altar his
heart stops for a moment she s exactly what he s looking for will their
diverse backgrounds keep them apart or will they be able to work
through their differences to make their marriage a loving relationship
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The Ministry of Women at the Altar
2014-03-14

in this thought provoking new book nederland fulgencio provides an
alternative view of the meaning behind an altar call we don t have to
know why a person walks down to the altar for prayer we just know that
independent of time and space the altar is a transcendental experience
tap into the tapestry of your intellect and the spiritual power god has
available for you at the altar where your interconnectedness with god
and your earthly experience will be affirmed

SWITCHED AT THE ALTAR
2015-02-06

the long way home the only woman he d ever wanted had left him
standing at the altar without a backward glance and there was no way in
the world sean holt was going to allow her to hurt him again no matter
how much he ached to let her into his shuttered heart aurora sheridan
had let herself be torn away from the man she loved and she d had five
long years to regret it and now with her life in ruins she had no one left to
turn to but him and nothing left to dream of but another chance at love

Meet Me at the Altar
2020-08-28

all you need to do is say yes revenge comes with a ring nothing gives
max montigny more satisfaction than hearing heiress margot duvernay
say i do rejected by her family once before this time max holds all the
cards to protect their champagne business margot agrees to be his bride
but their passionate wedding night tempts max to forget his vengeful
plans and enjoy every sensual moment of their reunion feel the heat and
tension in this marriage of convenience romance

Left at the Altar
2012-07-16

in agnostic at the altar former catholic priest and psychologist john van
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hagen engages the voices of the ancient jewish prophets in an effort to
find something of a universal voice that speaks to all people he builds
upon the work of scripture scholars religious writers and his own
experiences to pave a path by which readers can engage in religion while
at the same time defending against harmful religious claims and
practices the prophets who first appeared in palestine in the axial age
translated their experience of the transcendent into magnificent stories
that began with a time of intimacy with their god a later time of betrayal
and turmoil and a future reconciliation at the end of time later christians
adopted these themes as their own their stories emphasize justice and
right worship as a way toward a meaningful and peaceful future their
insights into a spiritual dimension of reality brought purpose to millions of
lives in this uncertain time of increasing global tension and strife they
could do the same for us agnostic at the altar makes a compelling case
that the ancient prescriptions for a just way of living together are not
only historically significant but in perfect keeping with an evolutionary
based desire that all people live in harmony

Revenge at the Altar
2018-11-01

at the same time she and her twin sister elizabeth are helping their new
friend sue gibbons plan her wedding jessica s meeting secretly with sue s
fiance sweet valley high 108

Agnostic at the Altar
2019-04-29

sexual temptation is undeniably the greatest struggle christian men face
here s a book that digs deep and has the answers men are looking for the
kind that actually work while other books deal with the subject
superficially sexual idolatry goes right to the heart it draws back the
curtain and exposes how sexual sin corrupts the entire man something
steve gallagher understands having lived in the bondage of it for over
twelve years put an end to the mystery of lust and maximize god s power
in your life with the proven answers that have helped thousands
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Left at the Altar
1994

for most pentecostal churches the altar call is the central event of the
worship service sinners are encouraged to come forward to the altar to
pray through to salvation believers are encouraged to come to the altar
to pray for sanctification or to pray through to the baptism in the holy
spirit during the altar service those who are sick or otherwise in need are
encouraged to come to the altar there the church elders will anoint with
oil lay their hands upon the sick and pray for healing the celebration of
the sacraments in pentecostal worship is an opportunity to invite the
saints of god once again to the altar to encounter the holy spirit in the
celebration of water baptism the lord s supper footwashing and the
laying on of hands the sacraments are an ongoing altar call in which the
believer encounters god in christ and through the holy spirit this book is
an abridged version of pentecostal sacraments encountering god at the
altar 2015 pentecostal sacraments was written as a theological
introduction to pentecostal sacramental worship for an academic
audience the book has been well received and i am grateful however
many pastors have suggested that i prepare an edition for the general
reader that could be used in the local church as a small group study with
that in mind i have prepared encountering god at the altar this book is
much shorter in length i have excluded the academic footnotes
theological language and references to greek words also i have removed
the supporting writings of the ancient and medieval theologians i have
kept the writings of early pentecostals because their words are essential
in understanding pentecostal spirituality when referencing these writers i
have used parenthetical documentation and abbreviated the sources i
have rewritten portions of the manuscript for a general audience i am
hopeful that by providing an edition for the general reader many
pentecostal worshipers will discover a new appreciation for the sacred
acts of worship chapters 1 encountering god at the altar 2 the spirit of
grace 3 the anointed touch 4 water baptism 5 the lord s supper 6 foot
washing 7 recovering lost treasures

At the Altar of Sexual Idolatry
2016-09-01

they were teenage sweethearts can they say i do a second time abigail
last saw her ex husband brad six years ago but now that they re reunited
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at his sister s wedding their chemistry makes her feel like a love struck
teenager again neither has forgotten the tragedy that tore them apart
but as brad walks his sister down the aisle all the romance in the air
makes abby wonder could she and brad find themselves at the altar
again

Encountering God at the Altar
2018-07-26

a story by usa today bestselling author becomes a comic beatriz has
never been anything but a supportive teacher of young children always
caring for them but never having any of her own in fact at twenty four
this wallflower is a virgin she s definitely not who the world would expect
the rich and handsome greek sergios to marry but when his current
business focused relationship falls through bea might be his best chance
sergios has three children he takes care of but a man of his stature in a
demanding line of work can t always be there for them beatriz with her
teaching skills and loving mindset would be a perfect caretaker but she s
not the blonde beauty that sergios usually dates still she could use some
money to take care of her mother and may just have found the perfect
job wife for hire

Reunited at the Altar
2018-07-01

one sunday morning in 1993 a 16 year old girl named eliza claps goes
missing from a church in the centre of potenza italy shortly before her
disappearance elisa had met danilo restivo a strange local boy with a
fetish for cutting women s hair on the back of buses elisa s family are
convinced that resitvo is responsible for their daughter s disappearance
but he is protected by local big wigs by his sicilian father by a doctor with
links to organised crime by a priest who had vices of his own years went
by and elisa s family could find only false leads 2002 and restivo is now
living in bournemouth in november that year his neighbour is found
murdered with strands of her own hair in her hands once again the police
are at a loss to pin anything on him it s not until 2010 when elisa s
decomposed body is found in the church where she went missing that the
two cases are linked and restivo is finally dealt with blood on the altar
combines a gripping true crime case with jones s deep understanding of
italian culture the impunity it offers to the powerful he so expertly
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demonstrated in his bestseller the dark heart of italy

A DEAL AT THE ALTAR
2018-09-15

a place at the altar illuminates a previously underappreciated dimension
of religion in ancient rome the role of priestesses in civic cult
demonstrating that priestesses had a central place in public rituals and
institutions meghan diluzio emphasizes the complex gender inclusive
nature of roman priesthood in ancient rome priestly service was a
cooperative endeavor requiring men and women husbands and wives
and elite romans and slaves to work together to manage the community
s relationship with its gods like their male colleagues priestesses offered
sacrifices on behalf of the roman people and prayed for the community s
well being as they carried out their ritual obligations they were assisted
by female cult personnel many of them slave women diluzio explores the
central role of the vestal virgins and shows that they occupied just one
type of priestly office open to women some priestesses including the
flaminica dialis the regina sacrorum and the wives of the curial priests
served as part of priestly couples others such as the priestesses of ceres
and fortuna muliebris were largely autonomous a place at the altar offers
a fresh understanding of how the women of ancient rome played a
leading role in public cult

Blood on the Altar
2012-02-28

returning to the altar means returning to god this is not a long journey
but a journey you cannot afford to miss we are living in a time where our
prayer lives must shift to the next dimension but it will take our total
repentance and surrender everything must be laid on the altar romans12
1 nlt the apostle paul speaking and so dear brothers and sisters i plead
with you to give your bodies to god because of all he has done for you let
them be a living and holy sacrifice the kind he will find acceptable this is
truly the way to worship him when you encounter the lord at the altar the
fire of god will fall and the glory of god will fill the temple that is when
you will be restored renewed and revival will break out in your lives
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A Place at the Altar
2020-04-28

boys with everything to live for a community betrayed the whistle blower
priest who paid the ultimate price shortlisted for the 2020 walkley book
award shortlisted for the 2021 nsw premier s community and regional
history prize shortlisted for the 2021 prime minister s award glen walsh
and steven alward were childhood friends in their tight knit working class
community in newcastle nsw both proud altar boys at the local catholic
church they went on to attend the city s catholic boys high schools glen
to marist brothers hamilton and steven to st pius x both did well steven
became a journalist glen a priest but their lives came to be burdened by
secrets kept and exposed glen discovered that another priest was
sexually abusing boys and reported the offender to police breaking his
vows to the catholic brotherhood in the process his decision to give
evidence regarding the cover up of clerical abuse at a landmark trial
ended in tragedy meanwhile steven was fighting his own battle to
overcome a traumatic past a battle that also ended in tragedy ensuing
investigations revealed that at least 60 men in the region had taken their
own lives what had happened and why were so many of those men from
the three catholic high schools in the area by six time walkley award
winning investigative reporter suzanne smith and shortlisted for the 2020
walkley book award the altar boys is the explosive expose of widespread
and organised clerical abuse of children in one australian city and how
the cover up in the catholic church in australia extended from parish
priests to every echelon of the organisation focusing on two childhood
friends their families and community this gripping story is backed by
secret documents diary notes and witness accounts and details a
deliberate church strategy of using psychological warfare against
witnesses in key trials involving paedophile priests

Back To The Altar
2021-01-22

a marriage of convenience unites an awkward young woman with her
handsome bully and just might end a family feud in this regency romance
scandal broke last night when lady constance stuart was discovered in
the arms of aaron wincanton the son of her family s greatest enemy but
now we can reveal an even more shocking development our sources say
a special license was obtained and the two were married before sunrise it
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s been confirmed that aaron has stolen his new bride away to the country
to begin their unexpected marriage we ll be watching closely to see
exactly what happens when a gentleman invites his enemy into his bed

The Altar Boys
2020-08-01

new york times bestselling author cathy maxwell s glittering marrying the
duke series continues twice he has been close to the altar and still no
duchess will the third time be the charm a duke can t marry just anyone
his wife must be of good family be fertile be young struggling playwright
sarah pettijohn is absolutely the last woman gavin whitridge duke of
baynton would ever fall in love with she is an actress born on the wrong
side of the blanket and always challenges his ducal authority she never
hesitates to tell him what she thinks however there is something about
her that stirs his blood which makes her perfect for a bargain he has in
mind in exchange for backing her play he wants sarah to teach him about
love and he in turn has a few things to teach her about men

The Priest at the Altar. An Examination of
the Rubrics in the Communion Office,
Ordering the Position of the Celebrant. By
an English Priest [J. Ross, Curate of
Udimore].
1866

when mildred married her first husband she didn t know her second
husband roy was standing two feet away at the altar but before the
nuptials the three and roy s first wife were all friends from high school
who were in each other s wedding parties and spent weekends together
they even performed alternative service for the draft in the same denver
hospital as they grew older mildred and roy s friends and spouses died in
horrible accidents and natural disasters wreaked havoc on their homes
the two single classmates found comfort in the arms of one another some
may say that we made it through these hardships because of one
another the authors said but the story shows that it was our shared faith
in god that helped us through the deaths and disasters the couple
acknowledges that life holds many unexpected twists and turns but they
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believe that their story is a testament to having faith in god and the
plans that he has in store for everyone they weave questions and
answers into their true story to enlighten readers with the faith in god
that has helped them throughout their lives

Her Enemy at the Altar
2016-08-01

jesus told stories and the scriptures are the sacred story of god and his
people and since children love stories as well what could be a more
appropriate way to plant the seeds of faith than with stories this
outstanding collection provides 86 enchanting parables that you can
share during children s time on sunday morning as well as at home
school camp or any other setting where young people are gathered
together and want to hear a story brief talking points and questions in
each message help youngsters clearly understand the good news of god
s incredible grace and unconditional love many of the stories illustrate
biblical themes but a wide variety of other topics and approaches are
included along with a convenient scripture index written in a simple
direct style that children of all ages can easily relate to these delightful
stories will inspire joy and hope stories include elijah and the voice 1
kings 19 11 timothy s questions psalm 100 3a the aspen and the wind
mark 10 44 the house on the rock matthew 7 24 27 teach us to pray
matthew 14 22 33 and many more elaine m ward is a storyteller writer
preacher who has spent a lifetime as a lover of literature good news and
children she is a graduate of union theological seminary new york city
and lancaster theological seminary and served for twenty years as
minister of children at university park united methodist church in dallas
texas now a resident of austin texas ward is the author of asking for
wonder and the sea lay down and alleluia css as well as love in a
lunchbox poems and parables for children s worship abingdon

A Date at the Altar
2016-10-25

a huge shock is in store for the billionaire in this secret baby romance by
michelle smart his surprise son her surprise wedding notorious billionaire
alejandro ramos shut flora hillier out of his life after their encounter nine
months ago believing she d betrayed him but when he learns about their
child he demands they marry immediately and within minutes of
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exchanging vows flora shockingly goes into labor ramos proves to be an
excellent father but flora is wary of the new vulnerable feelings their
whirlwind marriage exposes because it s one thing to trust ramos with
her body and their baby it s a whole different thing entirely to trust him
with her heart from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where
passion knows no bounds

Two Feet Apart at the Altar
2011-04-28

a great story by a wonderful author 1 new york times bestselling author
debbie macomber welcome to two time texas where tempers burn hot
love runs deep and a single marriage can unite a feuding town or tear it
apart for good in the wild and untamed west time is set by the local
jeweler but two time texas has two two feuding jewelers and two wildly
conflicting time zones meg lockwood s marriage was supposed to unite
the families and finally bring peace but when she s left at the altar by her
no good fiancé meg s dreams of dragging her quarrelsome neighbors into
a ceasefire are dashed no wedding bells no one time town hired to
defend the groom against a breach of promise lawsuit grant garrison
quickly realizes that the only thing worse than small town trouble is
falling for the jilted bride but there s something about meg s sweet smile
and determined grit that draws him in even as the whole crazy town
seems set on keeping them apart who knew being left at the altar could
be such sweet clean madcap fun a match made in texas left at the altar
book 1 a match made in texas book 2 how the west was wed book 3

Story Time at the Altar
2002

Claiming His Baby at the Altar
2022-04-26

A Preparation for the Lord's Supper, and a
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